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Nurturing our students through the Arts
Woodgrove Primary School provides our students with opportunities to discover their passion and hone their interests. The
Arts provide a platform for our students to express their creativity, explore new interests and deepen their understanding of
others and the world. Their ability to think critically is deepened as they seek to understand and communicate new ideas,
viewpoints and emotions.
Through the school’s Life-long Learning Programmes (LLP), our students learn to appreciate the different cultures of Dances as
well as the opportunity to peek into the future of modern and contemporary pop culture. The students are given opportunities
to strengthen their character and confidence with their annual showcase of dance routines. LLP Dance develops the passion
and impart basic skills to the students and leads to the development of the talented dancers who will eventually represent
the school in performances and competitions.
The Chinese Orchestra and Choir form the music-based performing arts CCAs in Woodgrove. Students who demonstrate
an interest in music are identified to be part of Choir and Chinese Orchestra. They develop their skills through professional
training in their CCAs and are given opportunities to perform in school as well as in the public. Our students gain valuable
experience and strengthen their character as they grow into budding artists.
With 2018 being the year of the Singapore Youth Festival (SYF) Arts Presentations, students from the performing arts groups
demonstrated their craft and passion in their memorable and exciting performances. The students’ commitment towards
creating a cohesive and meaningful piece certainly built their resilience, improved their collaborative skills and strengthened
their friendships. Such lessons are integral to the holistic development of our students and they will certainly continue to
enjoy arts-related opportunities at Woodgrove Primary.
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The Woodgrove Choir provides
a platform for students who love
singing to develop their vocal talents
and performance skills to their
fullest potential. Choir members
have the opportunities to develop
their self-confidence by showcasing
their singing talents in school and at
community events.
Our choir is made up of a small
but enthusiastic group of students
with a passion for singing. Despite
its size, its members are actively
involved in its activities and
dedicated to keeping the art of
singing alive.
Our Performing Experiences
In preparation for the SYF Arts
Presentation 2018, choir members
put in a lot of effort and time to
hone their singing skills. This has
helped them to develop a strong
sense of discipline and passion for
vocal training.
Tan Shi Yee Esther, 5D
I was proud that we managed to
sing to the best of our abilities.

Choir

Yap Su Hui Anastasia, 5D
Seeing other choirs sing made
me reflect and think about how to
improve my singing skills.

Patricia Ding Xian Ting, 6E
We learnt to work as a team so that
we could sing with one voice.
Goh Xin Ze, 2F
I learnt to always sing with
confidence and stay focussed while
singing.
The choir also spread the joy
of music through participation
at various events. In 2017, it
performed at the MusicFest@
SGH – an event that aimed to
heal, stimulate senses and speed
up patients’ journey to recovery.
The members brought smiles to
the patients’ faces through our
melodious singing.
It was a meaningful and valuable
experience for our choir members.
They learnt to use their singing
talents to contribute to the
community. Many indicated that
they would like to participate in
more of these events.

The Choir performing at SGH

1, 2, 3 Smile

Dikir Barat

Dikir Barat is a Malay performance art. It originates from
Kelantan, Malaysia. Usually, Dikir Barat performance is divided
into two segments. In each segment, a lead singer, Tukang
Karut and Tok Juara, will be accompanied by a group of 1015 choral singers or the Awok-awok. Percussionists play the
gong, canang and maracas to support the singers.
The Dikir Barat team comprises of 35 boys and girls from
Primary 3 to Primary 6, making our team a unique one as we
are one of the few Dikir Barat teams with girls. During training,
students are coached on singing, playing musical instruments
and hand movements or ragam. Dikir Barat places special
emphasis on teamwork and coordination.

Our Performing Experiences

In 2017, the Dikir Barat Team participated in a workshop
organised by the Admiralty Community Club. The members
enjoyed the workshop as they gained valuable knowledge
in singing and movements. The team is proud to perform in
the school’s Hari Raya and Deepavali concerts. These provide
opportunities for the members to develop their confidence
and self-esteem.
The Dikir Barat team will continue to add to Woodgrove’s
colourful performing arts culture and promote an appreciation
of Malay culture in our community.

Performing on stage during the celebrations

Feeling excited at the event
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Showcasing their talents in school

Chinese Dance

The Chinese Dance aims to promote the Chinese culture of celebrations and togetherness. It is one of the largest CCAs in the school
comprising of over 40 members. Chinese Dance involves movements that are varied and focuses on the flexibility of joints and muscles.
The dancers from the team put in lot of time and effort into their stretches and splits. Even though these exercises can sometimes be
challenging, our dancers’ perseverance and passion shine often shine through, making them stronger physically and mentally.
Our Performing Experiences
This year the dancers did the school proud again by attaining the Certificate of Distinction at the SYF Arts Presentation with their
excellent performance. These extraordinary achievements are made possible because we believe in discipline, perseverance and
teamwork and soaring to greater heights as one.

Chinese Dancers at the SYF

Our young dancers practicing

Guo Jia Nuo, 4C
We worked very hard for the performance, and we put in hours
and hours of practice. After the presentation, we felt much better,
as if a heavy stone was lifted off our shoulders. When our teachers
announced the results of our performance, we were elated as we
achieved the Certificate of Distinction!

Tiu Kai Qi, 5D
I have been a member of Chinese Dance since Primary One. In the
past few years, I learnt that we must have teamwork. We have to
work together as a team and dance in sync so that the routine will
be very pleasing to the eye. When I first joined Chinese Dance,
I could not do the stretches such as ‘bridge’, ‘splits’ or ‘basket’.
However, I practised and pushed myself until I could finally do all of
them. Dancing is not as easy as it seems. The dancers have to put
in a lot of effort to master the dance steps and execute them with
perfection.

Isabelle Yeo Si Xuan, 3E
On the day of performance, I felt really excited. However,
nervousness soon set in when we reached the stage as there was a
large audience. But I told myself to stay calm and continue dancing.
During the performance, there was a special moment when I was
being lifted up by Zoey, Yi Fei, Zhi Wei and my sister, Felicia. I felt as
if I was at the highest point in the world!
Chen Ying, 5D
I did not feel too nervous because it was not my first time performing
at SYF. I knew that all of us had worked very hard and had been
helping each other for the past two years. With a common goal in
mind, we were confident of performing well for the SYF.

Chinatown Light Up 2018

Cherilyn Keh 4D
I joined Chinese Dance when I was in Primary 2. Through the years,
I learnt that we should never give up so easily and must work as a
team. At times during dance practices, it can be very tiring because
we need to keep repeating the dance steps. In order to perfect the
dance movements, I practise at home on a daily basis. Chinese
Dance is indeed a great CCA because it helps me to strengthen my
body and provides lots of bonding time with my dance mates.

Our beautiful dancers on stage
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Malay Dance

Introducing the dance to the panel of judges

Getting ready for our performance

Traditional Malay Dance is the foundation of the Malay Culture.
Celebrations and festivities are never complete without it.
Dances vary widely and are influenced by several cultural
practices and traditional components such as martial arts,
story-telling, and humour. Our Malay Dance team often depicts
scenes of happiness and unity through their dance routines.
Their graceful movements blend into the soothing Malay
traditional music and paint beautiful pictures time and time again
with their performances.

The dancers persevered during their trainings, and at the same
time supported and challenged one another to give their best.
For the performance this year, all the dancers had to learn a
set of modified dance steps in a short period of time. Instead
of giving up, they were on task and showed a great passion
for the dance. They motivated and encouraged each other to
remember the numerous dance steps. They displayed great
teamwork and determination even though the dance steps
were difficult to master

Our Performing Experiences
At the SYF this year, our Malay dancers performed a traditional
dance presentation titled, ‘Zapin Si Ayu’ at the Singapore Youth
Festival. Eleven dancers performed a beautiful dance which
depicts a lifestyle of having to adapt to different situations. The
dance portrays the importance of supporting one another to
achieve positivity in life.

Nur Amberlina Binte Abdul Rahim, 4F
“I was nervous in the beginning, but my friends motivated me,
and said that I could do it!”
We made it!
Congratulations to the Malay dancers! You did the school proud
by attaining the Certificate of Accomplishment for SYF Malay
Dance 2018.

Our elegant Malay Dancers at the SYF
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Chinese Orchestra

The Chinese Orchestra in Woodgrove aims to nurture creativity
and expressiveness through music-making. Members acquire
new musical and practical knowledge as soloists as well as
develop listening and relationship management skills through
their group practices Dedicated instructors and supportive
parents work together with the orchestra to prepare pupils
for school-based, public performances and competitions.

Picking up a new instrument is not easy. Our students had
the support of patient sectional instructors who teach the
correct basic techniques and also refine their skills constantly.
Constant practice as an orchestra has made the challenging
process enjoyable as the students and teachers bond
through jokes and encouragement.Their efforts culminated
in the achievement of the Certificate of Accomplishment
in this year’s SYF Arts presentation. The unique tonality
of traditional Chinese instruments provides richness to
the melodious traditional tunes that usually depict various
scenarios like nature and war. Thus the Chinese Orchestra
takes the time to practice popular tunes in order to connect
with the younger audiences.

The members of the Chinese Orchestra also performed for
the residents of Chyrstalite Methodist Home during Chinese
New Year, and at other opportunities organised by the
school. The soothing sounds of the strings and woodwind
instruments brought joy and serenity to the audience.
With so many opportunities for the team to learn and perform
to a wide audience, the Chinese Orchestra will definitely
continue to work hard and promote this beautiful art form.
Our Performing Experiences
Zechariah Chong, 5F
It was my first time on stage for SYF and I was really nervous! I
felt more relaxed after we completed the first piece of music. I
was glad everyone managed to play their part well.”
Hazel Liew, 3F
There were orchestras from other schools on the day of the
SYF presentation. After listening to some of their wonderful
performances, I am now motivated to work even harder for the
next SYF!

Our talented Chinese Orchestra getting ready for the performance

Our cellists giving their best during practice

Practise makes perfect

Rehearsals at the SYF venue
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International Dance

Woodgrove’s International Dance CCA allows dancers to be exposed to a variety of dance genres. The CCA aims to develop
dancers with the values of resilience, discipline and readiness to take on challenges. Training comprises of dancers going through
proper technical training to ensure that they work the right muscle groups and execute specific steps safely and accurately.
Other forms of training involves the dancers putting together these technical steps into a simple choreography.

Our joyful International Dancers at the SYF

Our Performing Experiences
Naomi Low, 6F
This year, the training for the SYF was more intense as compared to previous years. It took me a few sessions before I got used
to the rigour. Our instructor was firm with us, but I knew that he did that because he wanted to challenge us to perform our best
at the competition.
During practices, we went through tough conditioning sessions. I would constantly remind myself that if my juniors, who are
younger than me can do it, I should be able to do it better!
Although I had taken part in SYF2016, I still felt extremely nervous on stage at this year’s SYF. However, dancing on the stage
with my friends, the ones who have sweat and toiled with me for the past year, gave me the confidence to do my best.
Being in the International Dance team has made me a better person. Leading the dancers during practice has helped me
gain more confidence in myself. My leadership skills have improved since I joined International Dance. I am able to lead with
confidence, and communicate more effectively with my dance team. With the training and opportunities given in leading a team,
I am certain I can face new challenges with confidence when I enter Secondary school next year.

Always remember to smile!
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Let’s get in step!

Indian Dance
Our dancers showed immense commitment towards the art form through their consistent practices for the SYF. Each practice
session was made even more enjoyable because of the music they danced to, ‘Kanna nee thoongada’, a song from a popular
movie ‘Bahubali’.
Their dance, titled ‘Thalattu’, meaning Lullaby, depicted the young and mischievous Kanna (Lord Krishna, an Indian deity) and
how the Kopiyargal (celestial maidens) tried their best to make Kanna fall asleep.
In the beginning, some dancers found the steps challenging as they needed to get into the feel of the dance. However, they
were determined to succeed. They came together to teach each other how to execute the steps and express the appropriate
emotions for the dance. They were very receptive to feedback, and maintained a very positive attitude to strive towards their
goal. In the end, their long hours of hard work and perseverance earned them the Accomplishment Award.

Our charming Indian Dancers with the school leaders at the SYF

Darshan’s full body paint - dedication at its best!

Striking a post before their performance

Our Performing Experiences

Bhavika Elayaraja, 5E

Dhyaneshwari Selva, 3C

Hard work really pays off. I gave my best and that feeling brought
me satisfaction.

I enjoyed all the Indian dance practices, and the performance on
stage on the day of the SYF competition was the most memorable
and beautiful experience.
Vaishvini Pillai, 4A
I enjoyed the dance and the experience has definitely helped me
build my confidence.

Darshan Moorthy, 4E
This is my first time going for the SYF performance. Since I was
the ‘Kanna’ (male lead dancer) I had to have my entire body
painted blue. It was uncomfortable but I was willing to do it for the
dance to look beautiful. With the encouragement of our parents,
teachers and fellow friends, I was motivated to do my best!
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Our Woodgrove Family
Passionate And Committed To Serve

In this edition, we meet Mdm Ang Soh Kim, one of our longest-serving staff in Woodgrove Primary School, and Mrs Esther Kueh, the
Parent Support Group (PSG) Chairperson

Mdm Ang Soh Kim, pioneer teacher of WGPS

Mdm Ang with her pupils during LSP

Mdm Ang Soh Kim’s major portfolios are teacher mentoring
and nurturing pupils with special needs in Learning Support
Programme (LSP). She is also the school’s main liaison officer
with the PSG.

education system has also helped me become a more nurturing,
understanding and compassionate individual in order to better
cater to the needs of every student that has come under my wing.

It is my honour to be one of the pioneers of Woodgrove Primary
School. The past 19 years in our school have been exciting and
enriching for me as a teacher. Even though I have been teaching
for the past 32 years, I am still as passionate to learn new ideas
and to impart them to pupils under my charge. The ever-evolving

It is my desire to be a role model to my pupils so that they could
be better citizens for tomorrow. For the last few decades, I have
dedicated my life to nurturing and grooming my pupils so that they
can have a good foundation in academics as well as in character.
Nothing makes me prouder than to see good qualities like good
manners, dedication and compassion in my pupils.

Mrs Esther Kueh crocheting with fellow PSG members for the Charity Bazaar

Chinese New Year lunch gathering with PSG members

This year marks my 13th year as a PSG member and 11th year
serving as Chairperson. As the Chairperson, I am the main liaison
officer in engaging parent volunteers for school activities such as
learning journeys and enrichment programmes. My team and I
are also actively involved in supporting other school events such
as Teacher’s Day Celebration and Charity Bazaar.
I love interacting with children and being a people person, I
decided to volunteer. Till now, many years later, the pupils I have
gotten to know through PSG activities in school, still greet me
with warm smiles. Interaction with the teachers in school also
helped me understand and appreciate the teaching profession.
I have made many sincere and beautiful friendships with some

teachers which I still cherish today.
I have also met many wonderful ladies in PSG who are just like me:
full-time mothers giving their time selflessly for the school. Some
of us have been together for the past 13 years. Although their
children have already graduated, they are still active members of
the PSG. These ladies are not only my friends. They are my familymy sisters. I would not have been able to serve the school well if
not for their time and commitment.
The experiences and opportunities; the trust and confidence
which the School has in me; the friendships and relationships; all
these have made me into the Wife, Mother and Friend I am today.
For that I am so very grateful and blessed.

Contact Us

At Woodgrove Primary School, we welcome your comments, compliments or feedback about our school, our programmes,
our staff and our key school suppliers.
					Website : www.woodgrovepri.moe.edu.sg
					
Email : woodgrove_ps@moe.edu.sg
					
Contact :+ 65 68943371 [General Office]
					
Fax
:+ 65 68943372
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